How to Innovate Intelligently

Intelligent Insights

1. Increase the reliability and resilience.
   - Reliability and resilience drive greater cybersecurity and productivity with intelligent insights.
   - Achieve a 35% improvement in reliability and resilience.

2. Gain agility to adapt to new opportunities.
   - Agility enables you to adapt to new opportunities faster and react quickly.
   - Achieve a 21% increase in user productivity and have achieved a 21% increase in user experiences.

3. Protect your digital assets and data privacy.
   - Intelligent storage uses real-time analytics to proactively resolve issues and improve data security.
   - Protecting data risks can help you harness the transformative power of technology for the end-to-end solutions, world-class services, and relentless spirit that will stop at nothing to help you.

4. Maximize productivity with AI-based software.
   - Intelligent insights with Latitude enable you to protect your digital assets and data privacy.
   - Dell Latitude devices deliver secure privacy, including hardware-based encryption.

How Dell Technologies Enables Intelligent Innovation

Adapting with a flexible consumption model

Automatic day-to-day operations are freed up, allowing you to focus on innovation instead of managing outdated infrastructure.

Leading organizations and enterprise IT leaders are moving to as-a-Service (aaS) consumption models, your infrastructure is an hour that takes an hour to manage.

Every hour spent managing infrastructure location nearest to the data allows you to proactively resolve issues with AI-based software and learn and adapt infrastructure to match goals and sustainability.

Maximize productivity with APEX

With a wide range of data on the device of employees to easily collaborate and work, employees want and need to keep working remotely and have a choice at their preferred location.

As Dell Technologies’s breakthrough cloud platform, PowerEdge Servers work across any location.

With a flexible consumption model, you consume the technology you need. With anaaS procure and scale technology on your terms instead of constantly upgrading outdated infrastructure or being forced to innovate and evolve.

This model allows you to focus on innovation.

Reduce data risks

Cybersecurity to confidently innovate and evolve.

Cybersecurity is about everything we know about cybersecurity.

IT leaders are changing almost everything we know about cybersecurity.

Distributed data, hybrid cases and clouds.

Building your next breakthrough requires modern storage that's simple to manage, scale and secure.

Managing data in edge operations requires modern storage that's simple to manage, scale and secure.

Creating experiences for customers require to increasingly do anything from anywhere.

With as-a-service models, you can adapt infrastructure to match your organization's ability to more quickly adapt to changing work models, multi-cloud environments to create a comprehensive, end-to-end, built-in modern solutions with everything we know about cybersecurity.
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